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GOLDEN STRIP

Swamp Rabbit Trail bridge over I-385,
key to expansion, is about to begin
construction

Published 6:00 a.m. ET Jan. 26, 2022

The key to connecting the Prisma Health Swamp Rabbit Trail to the Golden Strip will begin
taking shape in March. That's when construction is to begin on a pedestrian bridge ultimately
linking the popular trail that runs from Travelers Rest through Greenville to its planned
development through the cities of Mauldin, Simpsonville and Fountain Inn.

Work on the pedestrian bridge that will span the six-lane Interstate 385 is expected to
begin in March, according to Mauldin City Administrator Brandon Madden. Without this
piece of the trail puzzle, existing sections of the trail in Simpsonville and Fountain Inn won't
be able to connect to the 22-mile trail in Greenville.

More: Change is coming to Cleveland Park in Greenville as Swamp Rabbit Trail gets tunnel

Greenville County officials estimate more than 500,000 people use the trail annually, and it's
been cited as an economic-development catalyst throughout the county.

Officials as far south as Laurens have made plans to connect to the trail.

The pedestrian bridge in Mauldin is being built near the Bridges Road exit and on the
doorstep of BridgeWay Station, an Italian-inspired town center that will house apartments, a
hotel, restaurants and shopping that is currently under construction.

The 80-plus acre development is being eyed as the future site of a proposed Greenville
Triumph Soccer Club stadium as well. 

Inside BridgeWay: Charleston restaurant Poogan's Porch owners opening an Upstate
location

Caitlin Herrington

Greenville News

https://www.greenvilleonline.com/
https://www.greenvilleonline.com/story/news/local/2022/01/19/swamp-rabbit-trail-extension-richland-way-underpass-pedestrian-only/6562430001/
https://www.greenvilleonline.com/story/news/local/2019/05/20/greenville-sc-swamp-rabbit-trail-planned-laurens-county-how-far-it-could-go/3668691002/
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https://www.greenvilleonline.com/story/news/local/golden-strip/2022/01/05/poogans-southern-kitchen-open-bridgeway-station-mauldin-sc/9101386002/
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Some sewer work in the area is slated for February to encase lines in steel, bracing them for
the weight of additional dirt that will be added to build the bridge. The technique also allows
for easier access to the lines in case a repair is needed, Mauldin City Councilman Jason
Kraeling said last week.

Council approved up to $100,000 for the sewer upgrade at its Jan. 18 meeting. That work is
expected is take about four weeks.

Trail safety: Intersections on the Swamp Rabbit Trail: What to do, what's being done

Council approved $5 million in funds for the bridge in 2019 and committed to development
of the trail. The bridge is expected to take 12 to 18 months to complete, according to the city.

Following that 2019 commitment, Council last week also selected Cely Construction for an
entryway to its 0.25-mile trail that begins across from Mauldin High School. Council
budgeted $50,000 to upgrade the trailhead on East Butler Road that could eventually bring
Swamp Rabbit connectivity.

– Caitlin Herrington, local reporter and lover of alliteration, covers government and
growth in the Golden Strip. Get in touch with her at cherrington@greenvillenews.com,
follow her on Twitter @GVLnewsCat and support her work by subscribing at
greenvillenews.com/subscribe.

https://www.greenvilleonline.com/in-depth/news/local/2021/09/21/most-dangerous-intersections-swamp-rabbit-trail-how-to-fix/7633543002/
https://www.greenvilleonline.com/story/news/local/golden-strip/2019/12/17/mauldin-approves-swamp-rabbit-trail-bridge-over-385/2675962001/
mailto:cherrington@greenvillenews.com
https://twitter.com/GVLnewscat
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CHARLESTON, S.C. (WCSC) - The City of Charleston is looking to improve safety on its streets, and one of the ways they plan to reach that goal is
building bicycle and pedestrian bridges to help people get around.

City officials said their goal is to provide connectivity to the people of Charleston and have them be safe while walking or riding their bikes throughout
the city.

“We want to make sure that anything we provide to the public is safe and accessible and convenient for the citizens,” Charleston Director of Parks and
Capital Projects Jason Kronsberg said.

The city’s goal of making the streets safer in 2022 was outlined in Charleston Mayor John Tecklenburg’s State of the City address.

ADVERTISEMENT

Tecklenburg predicts the Ashley River Bike and Pedestrian Bridge will go up for bidding by the end of this year, connecting West Ashley to the
peninsula.

“It’s all about providing that connectivity,” Kronsberg said.

Another project focuses on Daniel Island, in which Kronsberg is overseeing a plan to build a pedestrian and bicycle bridge over Nowell Creek.

“Just provides better connectivity for everybody, trying to provide more emphasis on the bike and pedestrian point of view, lessening the need for the
automobile in these small, little neighborhood type commutes,” Kronsberg said.

ADVERTISEMENT

Charleston looks to improve street safety by building bike
and pedestrian bridges

By Rey Llerena
Published: Jan. 26, 2022 at 11:43 PM EST | Updated: 6 hours ago
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A City of Charleston spokesperson said in a statement:

“The city is working closely with our federal, state and local partners to provide and safe efficient bike-ped options throughout the region including the
Ashley River Crossing, the Beresford Creek Bridge and the Low Line. Initiatives such as these will continue to play a large and growing role in our overall
transportation strategy in the years ahead.”

Katie Zimmerman, the executive director of Charleston Moves, an organization that advocates for safe walking, biking and public transit, said the
community has told her they would like to get around the area without having to drive their cars.

“If you give me a safe place to walk or bike, or a safe way to get to a bus stop, I will choose those modes for certain trips,” Zimmerman said. “I think
the city is hearing that and needs to continue hearing that.”

A public input meeting for the Nowell Creek bridge will be held Thursday at 4 p.m. at Providence Church on Daniel Island.

Officials said the bridge is scheduled to be completed in 2023, with construction starting in the summer.

Meanwhile, the public comment period for the Better North Bridge project, which looks to connect pedestrians from West Ashley to North Charleston,
will run through March 3.

Click here for more information regarding that project and how to get involved.

Copyright 2022 WCSC. All rights reserved.
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 North Charleston police searching for missing woman last seen leaving work
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<p>The South Carolina Department of Transportation says the Ravenel Bridge has closed three times in 16 years due to ice. They have considered

�nding a solution to the problem in the past, but right now, things are in the air. (WCIV){/p}

CHARLESTON, S.C. (WCIV) — The South Carolina Department of Transportation says the

Ravenel Bridge has closed three times in 16 years due to ice. They have considered �nding a

What is SCDOT doing to prevent the Ravenel Bridge's cables from
freezing?

by Tara Jabour

Wednesday, January 26th 2022
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solution to the problem in the past, but right now, things are in the air.

In 2014, SCDOT o�cials tried to �x the problem.

The South Carolina Department of Transportation says the Ravenel Bridge has closed three times in 16 years due to ice. They have considered

�nding a solution to the problem in the past, but right now, things are in the air. (WCIV)

"We did apply for a FEMA grant -- it's called a hazard mitigation grant, and we looked at a

number of options," said Pete Poore, the communications director for SCDOT. "One was a

system that sent a pulse through the cables from the towers, and it melted, shook the ice o�

the cables."

Read More: Ravenel Bridge reopens after falling ice closes it for several hours Sunday

The electric pulse system would've cost around $9 million. SCDOT also considered wax

coatings, brushing systems and vibration techniques.

ABC News 4's Tara Jabour asked Poore why he thinks they were denied the money.

"You are in Charleston, South Carolina," Poore said. "This is not Bu�alo, New York, where they

get snow from start of winter to end. But, I have no o�cial reason why we were rejected."
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Poore says SCDOT added devices to monitor the ice in 2014.

"DOT installed cameras on the towers that could move, pan and tilt to check the cables and

towers to see what the ice looked like," said Poore.

SCDOT now checks the cameras when temperatures are low enough for rain to freeze on the

cables, and when ice falls. But, as for the future of investing in the bridge?

"Currently the subject is open for discussion, but there has not been any forward decisions

made," Poore said.

Read More: Prices for Cooper River Bridge Run going up in February

Would you like to see officials make this investment on the Ravenel Bridge?

Tell Tara Jabour what you think and vote here:
https://abcnews4.com/features/poll

Like Comment Share

WCIV | ABC News 4WCIV | ABC News 4
23 hours ago23 hours ago

MORE TO EXPLORE

Former Charleston Co. Coroner candidate charged after deadly hit-and-run

Fire crews clear crash with entrapment along Highway 17
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Commentary: High tides, �ooding underscore need to protect
SC coast, economy

�� ���� �������

��� ��, ����
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��� ������� ��<

An extremely high tide in Charleston Harbor in November reached more than �.�
feet, making it the ��th highest tide ever. Homes and businesses were �ooded.
Roads were closed. Yet again, the damage took a toll on residents, business owners
and wildlife habitats, but it also took another chunk out of local government
budgets to repair and rebuild infrastructure.

This scenario is playing out more often as the e�ects of changing weather patterns
and climate hit our state. It’s time to act to protect our people and our economy.
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We need a strong o�ense and defense to tackle this challenge.

On defense, we have to be mindful of how and where we develop to accommodate
regional growth, ensuring that we keep our wetlands and �oodplains — Mother
Nature’s inherent �ood protection — intact. We also need to help make our �ood-
prone communities more resilient.

On o�ense, we must limit the pollution we’re putting into South Carolina’s air and
water. Reducing harmful emissions from power plants and gas-powered vehicles
will make a big di�erence.

We know the Lowcountry and South Carolina are beautiful. It is no wonder folks
are moving here. But all that growth highlights the need for careful planning. Some
of the �rst casualties of that growth are wetlands, which are our �rst line of defense
when waters rise. During heavy rains, wetlands serve as a holding ground for excess
water until �oods recede. When we build on top of wetlands, we’re crippling nature’s
�ood protection.

We also cannot continue to allow new development or redevelopment in
�oodplains. It perpetuates a dangerous cycle for South Carolinians that results in
the same sites being �ooded storm after storm.

Creating and funding the state’s O�ce of Resiliency was a good �rst step and will
incentivize and equip communities to be resilience-minded as they build back after
storms. Gov. Henry McMaster’s budget proposal includes $��� million for the
O�ce of Resiliency — an even greater step.

Resources such as these and other tools will be needed to tackle the resilience
challenges from a changing climate, including planting additional tree cover
— something that will be made easier by the federal REPLANT Act passed last year
in Washington.

Playing o�ense and defense on the climate front is a tall order, but there are tools
headed South Carolina’s way to help. The federal government is directing funds to
the state to address challenges facing Charleston and the Lowcountry. We can use
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these resources to give our state and local leaders tools to help with these defensive
and o�ensive measures. Let’s be sure we don’t squander or ignore these
opportunities.

I will continue calling on our state lawmakers in Columbia to support programs and
initiatives that help us rebuild in a way that strengthens our �ood resilience and
establishes clean energy infrastructure.

If we hope to protect our state in the coming years and for future generations, we’ll
need state lawmakers and local governments to leverage these funds to ensure we
put the right resources toward the right projects in the right time frame.

With a new legislative session and a new budget debate beginning in Columbia, the
time to act is now.

Mike Sottile is a former state representative and a former mayor of the Isle of
Palms. 
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Editorial: McMaster should explain value of SC natural resources to his DHEC appointees

Bailey: As Charleston considers ‘Great Negotiation,’ Mike Seekings says no thanks

Commentary: Charleston must keep its anti-�ooding momentum going

Hicks: Charleston has water, water everywhere; now’s the time to think

Commentary: Infrastructure bill bene�ts SC businesses, communities

Editorial: Federal infrastructure bill will help us make some long-needed improvements
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U.S. Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg Announces Comprehensive
National Roadway Safety Strategy

Thursday, January 27, 2022

As the nation grapples with rise in tra�ic fatalities, new strategy outlines steps for the U.S.
Department of Transportation and calls on stakeholders from across sectors to take action to address

this urgent crisis 

The U.S. Department of Transportation Secretary today announced the federal governmentʼs new
comprehensive National Roadway Safety Strategy (NRSS), a roadmap for addressing the national
crisis in roadway fatalities and serious injuries. Almost 95 percent of the Nationʼs transportation
deaths occur on its streets, roads, and highways. While the number of annual roadway fatalities
declined for many years, progress plateaued over the last decade and now alarmingly fatalities have
risen during the pandemic. The NRSS provides concrete steps that the Department will take to
address this crisis systemically and prevent these tragic and avoidable deaths and serious injuries.
Bolstered by historic funding included in President Bidenʼs Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, the NRSS is
the first step in working toward an ambitious long-term goal of reaching zero roadway fatalities.

“We cannot tolerate the continuing crisis of roadway deaths in America. These deaths are
preventable, and that's why we're launching the National Roadway Safety Strategy today - a bold,
comprehensive plan, with significant new funding from President Biden's Bipartisan Infrastructure
Law,” said U.S. Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg. “We will work with every level of government
and industry to deliver results, because every driver, passenger, and pedestrian should be certain
that they're going to arrive at their destination safely, every time.” 

The Department, as part of the NRSS, is adopting the “Safe System Approach,” which acknowledges
both human mistakes and human vulnerability, and designs a redundant system to protect everyone
by preventing crashes and ensuring that if they do occur they do not result in serious injury or death.
The Department will use a five-pronged model to address safety: safer people, safer roads, safer
vehicles, safer speeds and post-crash care. And importantly, the NRSS recognizes that reducing
tra�ic fatalities will take sustained and concerted action from everyone across all sectors and all
levels of government. 

A few of the key actions include: 

Work with states and local road owners to build and maintain safer roadway through e�orts
including: updates to the Manual on Uniform Tra�ic Control Devices; a Complete Streets
Initiative to provide technical assistance to communities of all sizes; and speed limit setting. 
Leveraging technology to improve the safety of motor vehicles on our roadways, including
rulemaking on automatic emergency braking and pedestrian automatic emergency braking,
and updates to the New Car Assessment Program.
Investing in road safety through funding in the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, including a new $6
billion Safe Streets and Roads for All program, hundreds of millions for behavioral research and
interventions, and $4 billion in additional funding for the Highway Safety Improvement
Program.

The NRSS recognizes that roadway safety is inextricably linked with the Biden-Harris Administration's
equity and climate goals. Fatalities due to tra�ic crashes disproportionately a�ect communities of
color, people living in rural areas, people with disabilities, and older adults. Tra�ic deaths among
people who walk or bike are increasing more sharply than for people who drive.
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The strategy was developed in coordination with the Departmentʼs Executive Safety Council led by
Deputy Transportation Secretary Polly Trottenberg. The NRSS builds on and harmonizes e�orts from
across the departmentʼs three roadway safety agencies: the Federal Highway Administration,
National Highway Tra�ic Safety Administration and the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration.  

“The Roadway Safety Action Plan is designed to focus all of USDOTʼs resources, authorities and
incredible expertise, working with our stakeholders, to combat the tragic number of fatalities and
serious injuries we see on U.S. roadways – from our largest cities and towns, to rural and tribal
communities all across the country,” said Deputy Transportation Secretary Polly Trottenberg. 

“Unfortunately, many roads are not designed to ensure safe travel at safe speeds for everyone,
especially the most vulnerable road users,” said FHWA Deputy Administrator Stephanie Pollack.  “The
Bipartisan Infrastructure Law provides a tremendous opportunity for FHWA to work closely with
State, local and Tribal partners to put increased transportation funding to work incorporating safety
for all users into every federally-funded road project.” 

“FMCSA is committed to reducing Commercial Motor Vehicle fatalities and overall fatalities. We will
work across the Department to coordinate proactive compliance and outreach programs and work
collaboratively with all stakeholders,” said FMCSA Executive Director and Chief Safety O�icer Jack
Van Steenburg. “Our goal is to prevent crashes and preserve the quality of life for all roadway users
across America.  Zero is our goal.” 

“No longer can we as a society accept tra�ic deaths as routine. Every life lost is a tragedy, and we all
can, should, and must do more to change the culture. The National Roadway Safety Strategy and the
Safe System Approach o�er all communities a roadmap to save lives and reduce injuries,” said
NHTSA Deputy Administrator Dr. Steve Cli�.

“This National Roadway Strategy represents a collective e�ort across the Department, and under the
leadership of Secretary Buttigieg, to embrace the Safe System approach, and to recognize that no
loss of life on our nationʼs roadways is acceptable. As we move towards swi� implementation, we
look forward to partnering with every level of government, industry, advocacy, and all who will come
together to address this crisis,” said Robin Hutcheson, former U.S. DOT Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Safety Policy, and Acting Administrator for FMCSA.

The Bipartisan Infrastructure Law provides new tools and resources that allow coordinated action
both across the Department and government. It also provides $6 billion for the Safe Streets and
Roads for All program, $4 billion in additional funding for the Highway Safety Improvement Program
(HSIP) and an additional infusion of $4 billion for improved crash data and vehicle, behavior, and
truck safety programs. In the coming days the Federal Highway Administration will share updated
guidance on the HSIP program.  

The Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, also known as the Investment in Infrastructure and Jobs Act, is the
Biden-Harris Administrationʼs plan for building a better America with a $1.2 trillion investment in our
nationʼs infrastructure and competitiveness. This Bipartisan Infrastructure Law will rebuild Americaʼs
roads, bridges and rails, upgrade and expand public transit, modernize the nationʼs ports and
airports, improve safety, tackle the climate crisis, advance environmental justice, and invest in
communities that have too o�en been le� behind. It will drive the creation of good-paying union jobs
and grow the economy sustainably and equitably so that everyone gets ahead for decades to come.  

You can read the complete National Roadway Safety Strategy here. 
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For decades, American vehicles have been growing heavier and

taller. They are also deadlier, killing more pedestrians in the past 10

years. Better regulations and traffic calming can help. But the pace of

change is slow.

Jan. 27, 2022 •  Jake Blumgart

(Ingus Kruklitis/Shutterstock)

Melissa Daniels still dreams about the SUV that sent her to the hospital. 

Over a decade ago, Daniels worked as a reporter at the Daily Messenger, a

small newspaper that covered Ontario County in upstate New York. On the

afternoon of Sept. 3, 2010, she’d just gotten her nails done, wrapped up a
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phone call with a friend, and was heading to City Hall to cover a council

meeting. 

Main Street in Canandaigua, a town of over 10,500 residents, is four lanes

wide with a grassy median in the middle. Daniels only made it past one of

the lanes in a midblock crosswalk when a white SUV struck her. The force of

the impact knocked her shoes off and sent her flying more than 20 feet. 

“My head cracked on the pavement super, super hard,” remembers Daniels.

“I still remember the sound of my skull hitting that pavement. It haunts me

in my sleep.” 

It took Daniels months to recover from her injuries. She suffered a nasty

concussion, and awoke the next day to find fluid leaking out of her ears. Her

entire left side was one big bruise. 

“There isn’t a day that goes by, if I’m walking on the street, that I don’t think

about that accident,” says Daniels. “I cannot be near cars and not think

about it. [With the] immense size and power that vehicles have, as little

humans we’re just outmatched.” 

The year that Daniels was injured was the beginning of an escalation in

pedestrian deaths. Between 2009 and 2019, total driving miles increased by

10 percent while pedestrian deaths in the U.S. jumped by 50 percent. It’s

since only grown worse, with more pedestrians dying in 2020 than 2019

despite a decline in vehicle miles driven. But even before the pandemic-

related surge in reckless driving, American roads have been getting more

dangerous for non-drivers in part because of the very vehicle type that
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struck Daniels down. 

Numerous studies and investigations have shown that SUVs and other light

trucks are far deadlier for those outside the vehicle than sedans. This isn’t a

novel finding: Almost 20 years ago, researchers showed that SUVs were

more than twice as likely to kill pedestrians as a normal sedan. 

For decades, American vehicles have been growing heavier and taller, but

the trend has accelerated over the last decade. In 2016, Fiat Chrysler

announced they would abandon the sedan market, while in 2020 Ford

decided to no longer sell them in the U.S. either. SUVs and trucks have

Adam Tooze
@adam_tooze
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outsold normal passenger vehicles every year since 2018. As Vice News
recently showed, American cars are getting almost as big as World War II

tanks. 

Unlike the European Union or Japan, the U.S. has no regulations that require

automakers to consider the safety of anyone but the consumer. Tucked away

in last year’s infrastructure law, however, is a provision that could require a

rating system that includes the safety of those outside the vehicle. It also

calls for the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) to promulgate new,

and unspecified, regulations to tweak hoods and bumpers to be safer for

pedestrians. 

This rare moment of reform at the federal level also gives local and state

authorities an opportunity to reflect on what they can do to stem pedestrian

crashes. New York City, let alone Ontario County, can’t regulate car

companies. But there are changes that can be made to the streets of cities

and towns that can stem the carnage. 

Otherwise, it will be left to personal responsibility. As more Americans drive

vehicles akin to zippy Sherman tanks, transportation experts say that in too

many cases that will not be enough. 

Big Cars Are More Dangerous

The size of a vehicle matters when it comes to pedestrian safety. When

pedestrians are hit by a sedan, they are likely to suffer a blow to the legs. But

being struck by a large truck or SUV is far more likely to be life threatening. 

“A full-size truck might hit a woman my size in the face, the neck, or the

chest,” says Angie Schmitt, a planner who works with localities to develop

safer streets. “That’s a more dangerous place to suffer a very strong blow:

Your internal organs, your head, your brain, those are not good places to be

hit.” 

As passenger vehicles have become taller and larger, it also becomes harder

for drivers to see people in front of their vehicles. Children, those using

https://www.vice.com/en/article/pkbxzg/american-cars-are-now-almost-as-big-as-the-tanks-that-won-wwii
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wheelchairs, and even average size adults can be obscured by a towering

hood. 

Jed Weeks, a bicycle advocate in Baltimore, captured an adult man being hit

by a slowly turning pickup truck that appeared to have been unable to see

him as he used a crosswalk. 

Jed Weeks
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Weeks says the driver wasn’t doing anything wrong, but the design of his

vehicle made it hard to see what was directly in front of the truck. In this

case, the driver was hauling construction equipment and a giant truck was

useful for his work. But increasingly, this kind of vehicle is crowding out

other, safer vehicles and many people who aren’t in construction or

agriculture are using them. 

“A lot of these medium to heavy duty pickup trucks are being purchased by

people that are not fully using their capabilities and are just driving alone to

work,” says Weeks. “That design is obviously super dangerous if those

vehicles are increasingly used in urban and suburban areas as commuter

vehicles instead of being used as work trucks.” 

What Can Government Do?

In 2015, Barack Obama’s administration proposed adding pedestrian safety

to the crash rating system used to score vehicles. But Donald Trump’s

administration stymied the regulation. 

The provisions in the infrastructure act are a chance to revive these efforts,

according to transportation reform advocates like Schmitt. But she is not

sure that the impetus for change will last, especially in today’s extremely

polarized partisan climate. 

USDOT has two years to write the new regulations for making automobiles

more pedestrian friendly and then it has to be passed by Congress. But as the

politics of transportation have become more polarized, it is easy to imagine

such a bill being turned into a culture war issue. 

“We’ve already seen this [kind of regulation] scuttled by a Republican

administration that was regulation averse,” says Schmitt, who is also author

of a book on pedestrian safety. “For a lot of people their identity is closely

allied with certain types of vehicles and it’s very polarized.” 

https://www.governing.com/now/rolling-coal-vs-biking-how-politics-has-changed-transportation
https://islandpress.org/books/right-way
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Then there is the old-fashioned regional politics to consider. A lot of

automobile manufacturing is still based in the politically competitive

Midwest, and many Democratic lawmakers from that region might not want

to be seen embracing legislation that could harm American industry. 

“The other political issue is that the American auto companies are very

invested in SUVs and pickups,” says Schmitt. “Politicians are hesitant to do

something that would harm the American auto industry compared to

foreign competitors.” 

If the odds of change at the federal level are challenging, that doesn’t mean

states and localities are powerless. In New York a bill was introduced to

require pedestrian safety rankings for vehicles sold in the state, although it

never got out of committee. California has a long history of pushing new

regulations on the auto industry, and because of its sheer size, forcing the

companies to adopt such changes elsewhere. 

On the local level, less dramatic fixes can be adopted. In Baltimore, the slow-

motion crash that Weeks witnessed could have gone much differently. But a

few days earlier, the city had put up a traffic calming installation — just

simple flex posts and paint. The driver saw the new addition to the road and

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-05-24/pedestrian-safety-ratings-target-suvs-and-pickups?srnd=premium
https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/bills/2021/S4307
https://www.governing.com/next/californias-long-game-of-tug-of-war-with-the-auto-industry.html
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slowly maneuvered around it. 

“This video was filmed two days after the installation, so if the guy had

crossed the street two days earlier, he might be dead,” says Weeks. “Prior to

that, the driver of that vehicle likely wouldn’t have even stopped in this

intersection so they would have made that turn at triple or quadruple the

speed.” 

Narrowing wide streets, tweaking intersections to encourage slower tuns,

and making crosswalks more visible are all well within the power of local

authorities. (A slight design tweak to create clearer signals around the mid-

block crosswalk could have saved Daniels a trip to the hospital and months

of recovery in 2010.) An installation with flex posts like the one in Baltimore

is cheap and easy, but it isn’t particularly robust. Other traffic calming

measures, like curb extensions or harder obstacles, could be safer — if more

expensive. 

For Daniels, it is important that drivers take responsibility for the vehicle

they drive, and the bigger the automobile the bigger the responsibility. (She

now lives in Palm Springs, Calif., and owns an SUV herself.) Pedestrian

safety isn’t about shaming consumers for buying a vehicle that may well

make sense for them, but current conditions ensure that SUVs and light

trucks dominate the market — and the built environment and auto

regulations isn’t structured to ensure they interact with pedestrians safely. 

“I just try to be grateful that it wasn’t worse,” says Daniels, “because I see the

statistics about how many people die because of traffic crashes. And they

seem to me to be very needless deaths.” 

Last Year Was the Deadliest for Pedestrians Since 1990

Total Traf�c Deaths Decline, but Pedestrian, Cycle Deaths Rise
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